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PROJECTS  I N  D E V E L O P M E N T 

DOCUMENTARIES  M U S I C 

THE CHOOKMAN
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD
Frank, a 67-year-young man, travels 2000km from his home to a remote pub in 
Australia’s Northern Territory for four months every year, to perform his act each 
evening. Having become an icon for wandering travellers, the past 8 years of Frank’s 
life have been devoted to putting on a comedic performance, showcasing stories, 
poems and original songs. 

BOB HARRIS - MY NASHVILLE -  NEW 
1 x 60’ HD

‘Whispering’ Bob Harris journeys to America’s country music capital and reveals 
why Nashville became Music City USA. From the beginnings of the Grand Ole Opry 
on commercial radio, through the threatening onset of rock ‘n’ roll in the 50s, right 
up to the modern mainstream hits of Music Row, this is the story of how music has 
shaped Nashville and why today it’s a place of pilgrimage for musicians from all 
over the world.

As well as iconic venues on Lower Broadway, and the historic hit factories of 16th 
Avenue, Bob also explores the East Nashville music scene and discovers a rebellious 
flip-side. With exclusive performances from the city’s top talent, Bob explains 
why country music owes its enduring success to Nashville’s unique nurturing 
community of songwriters. Includes interviews with Emmylou Harris, Duane Eddy, 
Dave Stewart Rosanne Cash, Scott Borchetta, Eric Church and Kacey Musgraves.

BLUES IN PARADISE 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’  HD

Nevis is a secluded island in the Caribbean, home to a music festival and rich 
tropical life like vivid rainforests, hidden beaches - and monkeys which outnumber 
the residents! Regular visitors have included Meryl Streep, Oprah and Mick Jagger. 
Explore the life and history of this fascinating island and experience the music 
festival, with interviews from the artists, celebrities and locals.
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DOCUMENTARIES  M U S I C 

CROSSING RACHMANINOFF
1 x 52’ / 1 x 79’ HD

The story of pianist Flavio Villani and his preparation of Rachmaninoff’s Piano 
Concerto No. 2 for his first performance with an orchestra. Filmed in New Zealand 
and Southern Italy, follow Flavio’s journey as he grapples with the challenge and 
returns to Italy to meet the family who discouraged him from following a career in 
music. He performs with the Orchestra Filarmonica della Calabria for his big night.

THE FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS STORY -   NEW 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD

She’s known as “the worst singer of all time” yet her recordings still outsell 
contemporary singers. From the 1920’s her performances drew huge crowds with 
singing so awful, it became compelling! Her 1944 sold-out Carnegie Hall recital 
remains one of their legendary shows. Explore the enigma, and experience the voice of 
opera superstar Joyce DiDonato, to show the sounds Florence thought  she made!

This stunning film explores her incredibly unique life, presenting spectacular archival 
discoveries—private, previously unpublished photos as well as original audio 
recordings. These findings gradually expose the scandal and mystery that dogged her 
fascinating, charming and unique life, and are combined with stunning recreations 
of her extensive and luxurious set designs, utilised by Joyce DiDonato as she 
demonstrates Florence’s on-stage enigma - as well as the dream of her singing ability...
Co-produced with: ZDF / SRF
In association with: ARTE, NRK, ORF, SVT

ONLY NEW ORLEANS
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90 HD

August 29th 2005: Hurricane Katrina struck the coast of New Orleans with horrific 
force. It was the worst natural catastrophe in recent American history, with over 
1800 casualties and one million people displaced. This film recalls the dramatic 
events, interviews survivors and shows how this extraordinary city continues to find 
the inspiration to push on, to an unrivaled extent by the power of music.
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DOCUMENTARIES  M U S I C 

REGGAE GOT SOUL 
1 x 58’ HD

This is the never-before-told story of one of the most influential artists to come out 
of Jamaica, Grammy award-winner Toots Hibbert. This film tells the story of one 
of the true greats in music, with intimate new performances, rare archive from his 
career, and interviews with Toots and his admirers including Eric Clapton, Keith 
Richards, Willie Nelson and Paolo Nutini.

RAGA REVELRY
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ / 1 x 160’ HD

Raga Revelry is a fun, accessible introduction to the centuries-old tradition of North 
Indian classical music, colloquially referred to as Raga Music. The film explores 
the origins and ancient techniques of the use of sound and as a connection to our 
spiritual selves.

PROMISED LAND OF HEAVY METAL 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD

The story of metal music! Explore the early underground roots with interviews with 
famous musicians, experts, events organizers and even a psychiatrist, to explore 
questions like ‘why is metal a religion for so many?’ and ‘what are the links to 
Satanism and ritualistic murders? The film follows one of the forefathers of Finnish 
metal; filmmaker and Sarcofagus guitarist Kimmo Kuusniemi.

PUNK: ATTITUDE 
1 x 90’

Controversial and chaotic, Punk Rock was a slap in the face of the establishment 
and a cultural movement. This show identifies the roots of this tradition from the 
US to the UK, beyond showing that Punk was not just a musical movement but an 
attitude of mind. Featuring interviews with Henry Rollins (Black Flag), Chrissie 
Hynde (The Pretenders), and footage from the New York Dolls and MC5.
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SAXON: HEAVY METAL THUNDER 
1 x 60’ / 1 x 90’ / 1 x 122’

This anniversary film is packed with plenty of rare archive material and unseen 
concert footage, from the 1979 Bomber Tour with Motorhead, to a devastating 
performance in Germany in 1981, to brilliant shows in 2008 and 2009 - plus there’s 
also behind-the-scenes footage of the making of three classic albums!

DOCUMENTARIES  M U S I C 

THE UKES IN AMERICA 
1 x 52’ HD

What started ‘as a laugh’ in 1985 has now become one of the most talked-about 
groups in music. The eight members of the Ukulele Orchestra of Great Britain 
are proud to entertain thousands with what used to be a mere hobby. Selling out 
arenas across the States, this humorous and moving documentary reveals The Ukes’ 
discovery of the country whose music inspired them. 

WELCOME TO THE MACHINE 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD

The 12 Commandments of the music business brought together in one film, 
featuring the secret of success, the purpose of music awards, the whole truth about 
recording contracts and nine other monstrosities, this is not just a rockumentary, 
but also uncovers the whole truth! Not always deadly serious, but most definitely 
pitiless - it’s just about this one big question: is there one right way to fame?
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DOCUMENTARIES  M U S I C 

BACK TO BETH’S: A NASHVILLE HOUSE CONCERT
1 x 68’ HD
Back To Beth’s is an unique, house concert featuring stellar performances from 
some of Music City’s finest artists, plus insightful interviews about the 
burgeoning house concert scene in America. Fans can be part of a unique night 
when the cream of Nashville’s music community gathered to share songs and 
socialise in a relaxed and natural environment.

BACK TO KIMMIE’S: AN AUSTIN HOUSE CONCERT

1 x 87’ HD
Back To Kimmie’s is a truly beautiful experience, a film made for people who love 
and treasure music. It captures a once-in-a-lifetime gathering of Texan musicians 
of the past, present and future, making music together in the beautiful home 
studio of legendary Lubbock singer songwriter Kimmie Rhodes, situated in the 
middle of picturesque, rural Texas.

NEW RELEASE:

INTIMATE PERFORMANCES:

YOU´LL NEVER WALK ALONE -  NEW 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD (funded by WDR / ARTE)
This is the story of the epitome of a global folk song. Each weekend, hundreds of 
thousands of football fans sing it in stadiums worldwide. It has been interpreted by 
Elvis Presley, Louis Armstrong, Doris Day, Johnny Cash – and many more. But the 
roots go back to Budapest in 1909 - and this film re-experiences the journey. 

We enter a number of different worlds: the sophisticated and artistic social circles, 
Berlin in the 1920s, glossy 50’s Hollywood, working-class Liverpool in the 60s – and 
global football fan culture. On the way we meet a variety of characters, including 
Frank Sinatra and Brian Epstein!

The real stars of the film are writer Ferenc Molnár, musical duo Oscar Hammerstein 
& Richard Rodgers and group Gerry and the Pacemakers. This is a collaboration – an 
Austro-Hungarian-German-US-American-British co-production, that reflects over a 
century of cultural history in one timeless tune.
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JAZZ @ METROPOLIS 
6 x 52’ 4K / HD
Airing on Sky Germany, Globosat, UHD1, as well as in Turkey, Hong Kong and 
Australia, this series tells the story behind some of the biggest and most popular 
Jazz recordings ever made, with an exciting look into the genre’s influences 
across all forms of popular culture, and many generations. Hosted by award-
winning contemporary pianist, Neil Cowley each episode features inspiring music 
performances and a lively question and answer session. 

Speaking directly to celebrity Jazz fans, this series delves into their take on the Jazz 
scene past and present, along with a variety of Jazz memorabilia. A step into the 
vaults of Jazz history reveals some very curious, unknown and truly surprising facts! 
This series includes appearances from music legends such as Laura Mvula, Kurt 
Elling, Get The Blessing and Kris Bowers.

SERIES  M U S I C 

RAY STEVENS: CABARAY NASHVILLE  -  NEW 
79 x 26’ HD (more episodes available)
Airing on PBS, this long-running series presents multi Grammy award-winning 
country and comedy music legend Ray Stevens. He showcases some of pop and 
country’s biggest names, straight from the heart of Nashville. The shows feature 
performances and interviews in front of an enthusiastic live audience, including 
the iconic host reliving his greatest hits, supported by his characterful house band. 
Music, humour and candid conversation fill the half-hour episodes as we take the 
audience backstage and unveil the back-stories to the hits, with an insight into the 
artists and writers who created them. 

The series is a fun-filled, fast-paced romp through pop and country’s greatest 
musical treasures. A few names on Ray’s rich and colourful guest list in this long-
running series include: The Bellamy Brothers, Don McClean, Con Hunley and B. J. 
Thomas.

NEW RELEASE:

4K SERIES:
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DOCUMENTARIES  P E R F O R M A N C E 

FAIRPORT’S CROPREDY CONVENTION: 2012
1 x 90’ HD (plus headline sets: 2 x 90’ HD)

WBBC filmed the annual Cropredy Convention again for Sky Arts. This is a 
90-minute long film of the festival, with highlights of the acts performing, plus 
interviews with the headliners. Artists performing in this year include Dennis 
Locorriere, Saw Doctors, Richard Thompson, Joan Armatrading and Squeeze.

ELLA FITZGERALD
1 x 120’ / 1 x 150’  

BBC archivists recently unearthed a veritable treasure trove of over 2 hours of 
previously unreleased Ella Fitzgerald concerts recorded by the BBC. Featuring two 
shows from 1965, Live at Ronnie Scott’s (1974) and Jazz From Montreux (1977 - 1 x 
150’ only); including the classics “Take The ‘A’ Train”, “The Lady Is A Tramp”, “Mack 
The Knife”, and “It Don’t Mean A Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing)”.

FAIRPORT’S CROPREDY CONVENTION: 2010
1 x 90’ HD (plus headline sets: 1 x 90’ HD)

For the 20,000-strong audience the full line-up of acts included headliners 
Status Quo, with Bellowhead, Little Feat, Pauline Black and Rick Wakeman. Hosts 
Fairport Convention also headlined. This film highlights the festival as 1 x 90’ HD, 
plus 1 x 90’ HD of the headline set.

FAIRPORT’S CROPREDY CONVENTION: 2011
1 x 90’ HD (plus headline sets: 2 x 90’ HD)

Enjoy festival performances including Seasick Steve, The Coral and UB40, plus 
interviews backstage with the artists after they have performed. Along  with the 
main show, WBBC also produced two further 90-minute programmes featuring 
both Seasick Steve and Fairport Convention in concert.                                                                       

FESTIVAL COLLECTION:

- More Cropredy content available - please enquire for details.
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JAZZMIX: L’ENSEMBLE ALKINDI - JULIEN WEISS LIVE IN 
PARIS
1 x 60’ HD
After thirty years of interpreting the Arab world’s sacred music, Julien Weiss is 
dedicated to the sublime Ottoman Turkish music of 15th- 17th centuries. Featuring 
Julien on qanun, lead singer Dogan Dikmen, lute-expert Ozer Ozel Ottoman, master 
rebab Refik Kaya, and Prabhu Edouard, Indian tabla master.

SINGLES  P E R F O R M A N C E 

SOUL II SOUL -  NEW 
1 x 50’ 4K / HD

Brits Soul II Soul are best known for their 1989 UK chart-topper and US Top 5 hit 
“Back to Life (However Do You Want Me)”. This hit plus many more are featured in 
this intimate live performance, beautifully shot with incredible sound, direct from 
the prestigious Metropolis Studios. Winners of two Grammy Awards, they have also 
been nominated for five Brit Awards.

TOOTS & THE MAYTALS
1 x 37’ HD

Regarded internationally as one of the top vocalists in music, Toots & the Maytals 
“Strawberry Hills” session is a must have for lovers of good music worldwide. 
Featuring the hits “Pressure Drop”, “True Love”, “Bam Bam”, and “Monkey Man”.

JAZZMIX: TONGUES ON FIRE
1 x 60’ HD
A musical homage the Black Panthers. This is an example of one type of expression 
motivating another, the graphic art of Black Panther Minister of Culture Emory 
Douglas, whose work became a representation of the Party’s struggles. The poetry 
of two core members of The Last Poets inspires the musical compositions of jazz 
luminary David Murray as conveyed by Living Colour.

JAZZMIX: BUGGE WESSELTOFT
1 x 60’ HD
Helsinki hosted part of the first edition of a festival of jazz piano solos in the 
famous Kapsäkki Musical Theater. At the edge of jazz piano and electronic music, 
Bugge is a young  prodigy of the Scandinavian scene. At Kansi Auki Festival, he 
gave a concert that will stay in the annuals as proof of what Jazz has become.
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SERIES  P E R F O R M A N C E 

JAZZMIX: EN BAIE
2 x 60’ HD
In 3 years, this festival already hosts the biggest names in the Jazz world. Jazz en 
Baie is particularly famous as it’s hosted near the Mont St Michel bay, a National 
patrimony in France. These two concerts feature Emil Afrasyiab, filmed for the 
first time, the best pianist from Azerbaijan, and Pierre Bertrand’s new octet with a 
mix of gypsy and jazz music. Beautiful!

JAZZMIX: LIVE IN ISTANBUL
8 x 60’ HD
8 concerts in 8 different clubs in Istanbul filming 8 of the best and freshest jazz 
bands in Istanbul. Featuting the likes of Babazula, Buran Ohcal, Mercan Dede, 
Ilhan Ersahin, Kerem Gorsev, Okay Temiz, Sarp Magden, Oguz Buykberber and 
Erkan Ogur Telvin.

JAZZMIX: LIVE IN NYC
9 x 60’ / 1 x 90’ HD

9 concerts in 8 different clubs featuring some of the best and most contemporary 
jazz bands in New York. With Val Inc, Ambrose Akinmusire, Jason Lindern, Chris 
Dave, Jaleel Shaw, Theo Bleckmann, Fieldwork, Nasheet Waits and Drew Gress 
bands!

JAZZMIX: LIVE IN TEL AVIV
6 x 60’ HD

6 concerts in 6 different clubs in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem filming 6 of the most 
current and innovative jazz bands in Israel. With: Yaron Herman, Avi Lebovich, 
Amos Hoffman, Omri Mor, Gilad Abro and Eli Dejibri!
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UNDER THE APPLE TREE SESSIONS  -  NEW 
305 x 5’ HD
These are special and intimate live sessions recorded by BBC Radio 2’s 
‘Whispering’ Bob Harris. Founded in 2014, the sessions have established 
themselves as a beacon for music fans worldwide to discover artists performing 
in a unique setting. Artists perform two songs from their repertoire plus a cover 
of the first song that they learned to play/sing. They have hosted more than 310 
sessions across all genres of folk, country and roots music.

SERIES  P E R F O R M A N C E 

JAZZMIX: PORI JAZZ
3 x 60’ HD

Pori Jazz is certainly the most ancient festival in Scandinavia, if not from Europe. 
For more than 50 years, this festival invites the most prestigious musicians from 
all around the world. Featuring the Verneri Pohjola quartet, Sly & Robbie plus 
Tony Allen + Amp Fiddler, this unbeatable festival has to be heard to be believed.

LEGENDS
6 x 100’ HD
Legends shows a series of unique live concerts in front of a VIP audience at 
West London’s famous Metropolis Studios. Each concert portrays each band in 
a previously unseen way. Featuring Caravan, John Lees, Barclay James Harvest, 
The Zombies, Van Der Graaf Generator and Roy Harper, these bands all have a 
committed worldwide following.

LIVE FROM METROPOLIS STUDIOS
4 x 52’ + 1 x 100’ HD
Relive your youth! The series comprises interviews and an autobiographical 
narrative, as well as a live concert in front of a VIP audience at West London’s 
famous Metropolis Studios. Highlighting Level 42, Heaven 17, Tony Hadley 
(Spandau Ballet) and Belinda Carlisle, go behind the scenes insights with the stars, 
as well as enjoying a raw and honest performance from the renowned studios.
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